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Abstract. Conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean solvers optimize 0-1 integer
linear programs by extending the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)
paradigm from SAT solving. Though pseudo-Boolean solvers have the
potential to be exponentially more efficient than CDCL solvers in theory,
in practice they can sometimes get hopelessly stuck even when the linear
programming (LP) relaxation is infeasible over the reals. Inspired by
mixed integer programming (MIP), we address this problem by interleaving incremental LP solving with cut generation within the conflict-driven
pseudo-Boolean search. This hybrid approach, which for the first time
combines MIP techniques with full-blown conflict analysis operating directly on linear inequalities using the cutting planes method, significantly
improves performance on a wide range of benchmarks, approaching a
“best of two worlds” scenario between SAT-style conflict-driven search
and MIP-style branch-and-cut.
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Introduction

The discovery of conflict-driven search in Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solving
is one of the most impressive success stories in computer science over the last
couple of decades. Although the SAT problem is NP-complete [13, 37], and is even
widely believed to require exponential time in the worst case [34, 11], these days
so-called conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) solvers [40, 44]4 are routinely
used to solve problems with hundreds of thousands or even millions of variables.
In view of this impressive performance, it is natural to try to export the
conflict-driven paradigm to neighbouring areas such as pseudo-Boolean (PB)
solving, where solvers deal with pseudo-Boolean decision or optimization problems.
In this paper, we restrict our attention to linear pseudo-Boolean constraints,
which are a straightforward generalization of the conjunctive normal form (CNF)
used for SAT solvers; such pseudo-Boolean formulas are also known as 0-1 integer
linear programs (ILPs). Some PB solvers essentially encode the input back to CNF
4

A similar technique for constraint satisfaction problems was independently developed
in [4].
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and run CDCL [25, 31, 41, 51], but another approach, which is our focus in this
work, is to extend the solvers from CNF to reason natively with linear constraints
[22, 12, 54, 36, 27]. Such conflict-driven PB solvers have the potential to run
exponentially faster than CDCL solvers, since the cutting planes method [14]5
they use is exponentially stronger than the resolution method [9, 19, 18, 48]
underlying CDCL.
It turns out that pseudo-Boolean solvers struggle to realize their full potential,
however. This is perhaps most vividly illustrated by a particularly easy class of
PB formulas, namely the rationally infeasible ones that have no solutions even
with fractional assignments. They do not require Boolean reasoning, only linear
programming (LP), and the proof of infeasibility guaranteed to exist by Farkas’
lemma [28] is always easy to derive with the cutting planes method. In spite of
this, it is not hard to find small examples of rationally infeasible formulas that
are completely beyond the reach of PB solvers in practice [26]. For some PB
solvers, this is explained by their use of resolution, but solvers based on cutting
planes have no such excuse [57].
This unsatisfactory state of affairs leads us to consider another modern
breakthrough technology, namely mixed integer programming (MIP) [8]. MIP
solvers, which, as a special case, handle 0-1 ILPs, repeatedly apply an LP solver
to linear relaxations of the input problem. This means that they will detect right
away if the input is rationally infeasible, and so such PB formulas do not pose
much of a challenge. A downside of MIP solvers, though, is that they lack the
sophisticated conflict analysis found in cutting-planes-based PB solvers.
Given the discussion so far, an attractive proposal that presents itself is
to simply merge the two approaches. Is it possible to combine pseudo-Boolean
solving and MIP solving to get the best of both worlds? This is the question we
set out to address.
1.1

Our Contribution

In this work, we investigate how to integrate linear programming within pseudoBoolean conflict-driven solving, and present a thorough evaluation of a combined
solver. Before summarizing our contributions, let us highlight some of the challenges that make this a nontrivial proposition.
We first note that simply running an LP solver as a preprocessing step
before starting the PB search is not sufficient. Pseudo-Boolean formulas might
be rationally feasible when viewed as linear programs, but quickly turn infeasible
once just a couple of variable assignments have been made. In [26], some crafted
benchmarks with this property are presented for which pseudo-Boolean solvers
5

We emphasize that here the term cutting planes refers to a method for syntactically
deriving new linear inequalities from a 0-1 integer linear program until it is shown to
have no integer-valued solutions, and as such can be meaningfully applied even to
rationally infeasible problems. In this sense, the terminology is both more general
than and slightly different from what would commonly be understood by cutting
plane separation in the context of MIP solving.
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utterly fail to detect unsatisfiability and undo these assignments, although
the residual problem has turned rationally infeasible. In such a scenario an
LP preprocessing step will not help. Going to the other extreme, a naive full
integration of PB and MIP solving technology would mean solving a linear
program each time before the solver decides on a variable assignment during
search. This is completely impractical, however, because LP solving operates on
a time scale that is several orders of magnitude slower than the rapid alternation
of variable decisions and propagations at the core of pseudo-Boolean search.
The next problem is what to do if an LP call deep inside the search shows
that the formula is rationally infeasible under the current assignment explored by
the solver. In such a case, the pseudo-Boolean solver should obviously backtrack,
but in order to do so it needs to exhibit a violated linear constraint. Since the
PB solver itself has not detected contradiction, no such constraint exists in the
input formula or among previously learned constraints. A second, more subtle,
issue is that efficient LP solvers use inexact floating-point arithmetic—how can
this be incorporated into a Boolean solver that must maintain perfectly sound
reasoning?
Going further, other interesting questions arise. When the LP relaxation is
in fact feasible given the current assignment, and the LP solver finds a rational
solution, MIP solvers generate cuts, i.e., implied linear constraints that invalidate
this solution. Can it be helpful to enhance the pseudo-Boolean conflict-driven
learning by adding also such constraints? In the other direction, the PB solver is
constantly learning new constraints at a very high rate, and these constraints
are also cuts in the sense that they eliminate rational points from the polytope
described by the input formula. Should these learned constraints be communicated
to the LP solver also, or is it better to run the LP solver on the original formula
only?
Our approach is to interleave incremental LP solving within the pseudoBoolean conflict-driven search. Our integration is fully dynamic, with the PB and
LP solvers communicating continuously during execution. In order to balance
resources and avoid that the LP solver starves the PB solver, LP calls are made
with a strict time budget and are terminated as soon as this budget is exceeded.
If the LP solver detects rational infeasibility, we can use Farkas’ lemma
to combine existing constraints into a new Farkas constraint that witnesses
infeasibility under the current assignment. This constraint can then serve as
the starting point of pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis. In this way we can also
avoid any issues with rounding errors—although the LP solver uses floating-point
arithmetic, the Farkas constraint is computed using exact arithmetic (and if it is
not falsified by the current assignment, then the PB search will not backtrack
but continue).
When the LP solver instead finds a rational solution, it generates a MIP-style
Gomory cut that prunes away the rational solution and tightens the search
space both on the PB and the LP side. The pseudo-Boolean solver can also use
information from the rational solution to direct the search, e.g., by determining
how to assign variables, and we have also explored passing constraints learned
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during conflict analysis from the PB solver to the LP solver. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time techniques from MIP solving such as LP
relaxations and cut generation have been combined with pseudo-Boolean conflict
analysis deriving new learned constraints by applying the cutting planes method
directly on the linear inequalities involved in the conflict.
We report on extensive experiments with a combined solver based on a pair of
state-of-the-art PB and LP solvers. We find that just using an LP solver to detect
rational infeasibility during search already significantly improves performance on
a broad range of benchmarks. Letting rational solutions provided by the LP solver
guide the search further boosts effectiveness. The effect of generating Gomory
cuts is more uneven, but is beneficial for certain types of benchmarks. Passing
constraints learned by the PB solver to the LP solver does not seem to pay off,
though, but neither does it hurt performance much.
In experiments on benchmarks from the most recent pseudo-Boolean competition [47] our hybrid approach either outperforms other PB solvers or is close to
the top solver. In addition, for some of the crafted benchmarks the hybrid solver
is clearly better than the MIP solvers we tested. However, the MIP solvers are
much better in general on 0-1 ILPs from MIPLIB [42], but here we can see that
our PB solver with integrated LP solving outperforms pure PB solvers. Though
we believe that there is ample room for further improvements, this already shows
the potential benefits of combining the best from the two worlds of SAT-style
conflict-driven learning and MIP-style branch-and-cut.
1.2

Related Work

In terms of related work in pseudo-Boolean solving, an early branch-and-bound
approach was proposed in bsolo [38]. The objective function was bounded by
approximating a maximum independent set of constraints, rather than considering
an LP relaxation. Also, bsolo uses the resolution method and learns only clauses.
In constraint programming (CP) many solvers have had LP solving integrated
in their search routines, two early examples being Eplex [55] and B-Prolog [59]. A
more recent addition is LCG-glucose [23], which uses a network flow propagator
that internally solves a specialized LP and returns a Farkas constraint when this
LP is infeasible. The Farkas constraint is used to backtrack and it is kept as a
constraint in the form of a new linear propagator. LCG-glucose differs in three
crucial aspects from our approach. Firstly, to balance the PB and LP solving
routines, we do not run the LP solver until completion but terminate it early if
needed. Secondly, we do not treat the learned Farkas constraint as a propagator
providing clausal reasons for CDCL-style reasoning, but instead as a fully fledged
linear constraint that takes part as-is in the much stronger conflict analysis based
on the cutting planes method. Thirdly, we apply the LP solver to the relaxation
of the complete input formula instead of only network flow constraints.
In the context of satisfiability modulo theories (SMT), solvers make use of
linear programming to support a theory of linear arithmetic [24], but two clear
differences from our work are again that in SMT solvers the LP solver is run
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until completion and that the conflict analysis does not make use of the power of
derivations over linear constraints.
In mixed integer programming a closely related solver is SCIP [2], which
combines constraint propagation and SAT-style clause learning with classical
MIP solving. Since it is important to understand the difference between SCIP
and our approach, let us give a somewhat simplified high-level description of
pseudo-Boolean search and conflict analysis phrased in MIP language. During the
search phase, the pseudo-Boolean solver assigns variables and propagates implied
{0, 1}-values until some linear inequality C is violated, or becomes conflicting.
This triggers conflict analysis, which works as follows:
1. The linear inequality R responsible for propagating the last variable x in C
(in chronological order) to the “wrong value” is identified; this inequality R
is referred to as the reason constraint for x.
2. The division or saturation rule is applied to R to generate a cut Rcut that
propagates x to a {0, 1}-value when considered not only over Boolean values
but even over the reals.
3. A new linear constraint D is computed as the smallest integer linear combination of Rcut and C for which the variable x cancels and is eliminated. It
is not too hard to show that it follows from the description above that this
constraint D is violated by the current partial assignment of the solver with
the value of x removed.
4. Since the new constraint D is conflicting, we can set C := D and go to step 1
again.
The conflict analysis continues until a termination criterion (which we do not
describe in detail here, but which is the analogue of of the so-called 1-UIP
notion in SAT solving) declares the constraint D derived in step 3 to be the
learned constraint. At this point, the solver undoes further assignments in reverse
chronological order until D is no longer violated, and then switches back to
the search phase. We refer the reader to [10] for a more detailed description of
conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean solving.
In comparison, SCIP does not only use the simple but fast propagation in
PB solvers, but in addition uses the more powerful but also more expensive and
slower method of solving LP relaxations to guide the search. When an infeasible
node is reached, the conflict graph analysis used in SCIP [1] does not operate on
the reason constraints R as described above, but instead on disjunctive clauses
extracted from these constraints. It is not hard to prove formally (appealing
to [14, 33, 5]) that this is exponentially weaker than performing derivations
on the linear constraints themselves using the cutting planes method. Another
important difference between SCIP and our hybrid solver is that we do not suffer
from any issues with inexact floating-point arithmetic, since the actual reasoning
steps use exact integer arithmetic. Thus, our approach is guaranteed to produce
sound results, and could conceivably be used for, e.g., verification or theorem
proving applications.
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Paper Outline

After an overview of preliminaries in Section 2 we describe our pseudo-Boolean
solver with linear programming integration in Section 3. We present an experimental evaluation in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we use the term pseudo-Boolean (PB) constraint to
refer to a 0-1 linear inequality. We identify 1 with true and 0 with false. A
literal `i denotes either a Boolean variable xi or its negation xi , where
P xi = 1 − xi .
We assume without loss of generality that all PB constraints i ci `i ≥ w are
written in normalized form, where literals `i are over pairwise distinct variables,
coefficients ci are non-negative integers, and w is a positive integer called the
degree of falsity (or just degree for short). Clearly, any 0-1 integer linear constraint
with positive or negative rational coefficients and degree of falsity can be rewritten
as an equivalent constraint in normalized form.
A (partial) Boolean assignment ρ is a mapping of (a subset of) variables
to {0, 1}, where we also identify ρ with the subset of literals it sets to true
and P
write ρ(x) = ∗ if ρ does not assign x. The slack (C, ρ) of a constraint
.
C = i ci `i ≥ w under a partial assignment ρ is
slack (C, ρ) = −w +

X

ci ,

(1)

i:ρ(`i )6=0

P
i.e., the maximal value the left-hand side of the constraint i ci `i can attain
under any partial assignment ρ0 ⊇ ρ extending ρ minus the degree of falsity w.
We say that ρ falsifies C if slack (C, ρ) < 0 and satisfies C if for all partial
assignments ρ0 ⊇ ρ extending ρ it holds that slack (C, ρ0 ) ≥ 0. If slack (C, ρ) ≥ 0
but some literal `i in C has coefficient ci > slack (C, ρ), then C propagates `i to
true under ρ (since setting `i false would falsify the constraint).
A pseudo-Boolean formula ϕ is a set of PB constraints, or, in other words, a
0-1 integer linear program (ILP). An assignment ρ is a solution to ϕ if ρ satisfies
all constraints in ϕ. A formula is satisfiable, or feasible, if it has a solution.
P
An objective function f is a linear combination of literals i ci `i (also assumed
to be in normalized form). A total assignment ρ is an optimal (minimal) solution
for the formula ϕ with objective
P function fPif it is a solution of ϕ and for all
solutions ρ0 of ϕ it holds that i ci ρ0 (`i ) ≥ i ci ρ(`i ).
A (partial) rational assignment is a mapping of (a subset of) variables to
the rational interval [0, 1]. All notions discussed above generalize to rational
assignments in the straightforward way, and we will sometimes use them in this
extended sense, but when not stated otherwise we are assuming the Boolean
setting.
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Conflict-Driven Pseudo-Boolean Solving

We now present the bare essentials of conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean solving
necessary for the discussions in this paper, again referring the reader to [10] for
more details.
The current state of a pseudo-Boolean solver can be abstractly represented by
a tuple (ψ, ρ), where ψ is a set of constraints called the constraint database, and
ρ is the current assignment (often referred to as the trail , especially when the
variable assignments are viewed as a list sorted in chronological order). Initially,
ψ is the input formula ϕ and ρ is the empty assignment. Given a solver state,
the search loop starts with a propagation phase, which extends ρ exhaustively
with all literals ` propagated by some constraint C ∈ ψ until there are no further
propagations. If C propagates `, the solver adds ` to the trail ρ and stores the
constraint C as the reason for `. The solver reaches a conflict if the current
assignment falsifies some constraint in the database. This triggers a conflict
analysis phase where a learned constraint is derived (as briefly described in
Section 1.2) that is a logical consequence of the current set of reason constraints
and that will prevent the same conflict from happening in the future. This learned
constraint is added to ψ, after which the solver backtracks as far as possible to a
state where the learned constraint is propagating, and starts a new iteration of
the search loop. Alternatively, if no conflict is detected, the solver extends ρ by
making a decision to assign some currently unassigned variable. The dominant
heuristic for which value to choose is to re-use the value to which the variable was
last propagated, which is called phase saving. After a decision, a new iteration
kicks off with a new propagation phase.
Every once in a while, the solver restarts by backtracking to a state where
the assignment consists of globally valid propagations only. Less frequently,
the solver cleans the constraint database by erasing learned constraints that
are deemed to be less useful. In the solver we used for our experiments, the
constraint database cleaning was coordinated with restarts.6 The solver reports
unsatisfiability whenever it learns a contradictory constraint 0 ≥ w for some
w > 0. If propagation does not lead to a conflict and all variables have been
assigned, the solver reports that the input formula is satisfiable. These standard
components of pseudo-Boolean conflict-driven solving are illustrated in the nonhighlighted pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. P
To optimize an objective function f :
i ci `i , the solver can use a linear
bounding strategy. P
Every time it finds a solution ρ, it adds the (normalized form
of the) constraint i ci `i < f (ρ). This objective bound forces the PB solver to
find a better solution when the search loop is resumed. When the solver finally
reports unsatisfiability, this is a proof that the solution last found is optimal.
The non-highlighted part of Algorithm 2 illustrates how to iteratively call the
conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean search routine to optimize an objective function.
6

As a technical comment, this makes the code for constraint erasure slightly simpler to
write, since there is no need to deal with constraints that cannot be removed because
they are reasons for currently propagated literals, but in state-of-the-art SAT solvers
restarts and database cleaning tend to be decoupled.
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Linear Programming

LP solvers find optimal rational solutions to systems of linear inequalities with
linear objective functions. A well-known LP algorithm is the simplex method [17],
which pivots between rational solutions at the extremal points of the polytope
defined by the inequalities. We use a simplex-based LP solver for the integration
of linear programming and pseudo-Boolean solving in our hybrid solver.
The primal simplex method pivots along feasible solutions while monotonically
improving the objective function. To find an initial feasible solution, the simplex
algorithm can be applied to a dual problem, which is derived from the input
problem. Modern LP solvers combine these techniques as a primal and dual
revised simplex approach, deciding when to switch between the primal and dual
problem on-the-fly. Additionally, the linear program can be solved under a partial
assignment ρ, in which case the solution returned is a rational extension of ρ.
If the input program ϕ is rationally infeasible under an assignment ρ, an LP
solver can be asked to return a list of Farkas multipliers
λk ≥ 0 such that taking
. P
the linear combination of the constraints
C
=
c
`
k,i ≥ wk in ϕ with
P k
P these
. iPk,i P
multipliers yields a linear inequality k λk Ck = k i λk ck,i `k,i ≥ k λk wk
that has negative slack under ρ, and thus certifies that ϕ does not have any rational
solutions extending ρ. We refer to such an inequality as a Farkas constraint.
For further details on theory and algorithms of linear programming we refer
the reader to [56].

3

Integrating Linear Programming in PB Solving

In this section, we describe our hybrid solver combining pseudo-Boolean search
and linear programming. Let us start by discussing the core of our approach:
how to incorporate an LP solver in conflict-driven PB search to detect rationally
infeasible subproblems.
The main change to the conflict-driven search loop described in Section 2.1
is that after a propagation phase that did not lead to a conflict, and before
making the next decision, the pseudo-Boolean solver can make a call to the LP
solver to check whether the linear relaxation of the input formula is rationally
feasible under the current assignment. If the LP solver reports that the problem
is feasible, the PB solver continues as usual by making a decision followed by
a new round of propagations. If the LP relaxation is infeasible, however, the
LP solver returns a set of Farkas multipliers from which a constraint CFarkas is
constructed as described in Section 2.2. This constraint is added to ψ, and since
it is violated by the current assignment it can be used as the starting point of
conflict analysis.
b where
We abstract the search state of our hybrid solver as a triple (ψ, ρ, ψ),
ψ is the constraint database, ρ is the current assignment, and ψb is the linear
relaxation, which is the set of constraints passed to the LP solver. Initially, ψ
and ψb both consist of the input formula ϕ while ρ is the empty assignment.
b
During the search, constraints will be added and removed from both ψ and ψ,
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Algorithm 1: Simplified version of conflict-driven PB search with linear
programming integration (LP-specific code highlighted in grey).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Data: pseudo-Boolean formula ϕ; constraint database ψ; linear relaxation ψb
Result: solution ρ to ϕ or empty assignment ∅ if ϕ is unsatisfiable
initialize ρ to the empty assignment ∅
initialize last propagated value to 0 for all variables
while true do
while some constraint C ∈ ψ has an unassigned literal `i with coefficient
ci > slack (C, ρ) do
ρ ← ρ ∪ {`i }
record C as the reason for `i
update last propagated value for variable corresponding to `i
if some C ∈ ψ has slack (C, ρ) < 0 then
perform conflict analysis on C and the current reason constraints to
derive a new constraint Clearned
if Clearned implies 0 ≥ 1 then return ∅
else
add Clearned to ψ
remove assigments from ρ in reverse order until
slack (Clearned , ρ) ≥ 0
b
else if ψ is rationally infeasible under ρ then
extract Farkas multipliers to construct CFarkas
add CFarkas to ψ
else if ρ assigns all variables then return ρ
else if time to restart then ρ ← ∅
else if time to clean ψ then remove some learned constraints from ψ \ ϕ
else decide to assign some unassigned variable to its last propagated value

but both sets of constraints will always contain the full input formula. The basic
pseudo-Boolean search loop enhanced with linear programming is presented in
Algorithm 1.
For a pseudo-Boolean optimization problem, the objective function f is also
passed to the LP solver so that the linear relaxation under the current assignment
is solved optimally with respect to f . When a (Boolean) solution to the PB
problem has been found, we add a constraint to the linear relaxation enforcing
that any new (rational) solution has to be better than this. See Algorithm 2 for
a pseudo-code description.
The approach outlined in Algorithms 1 and 2 captures the main ideas of
our work, but a naive implementation of these algorithms is not sufficient to
achieve a well-performing hybrid solver. In the rest of this section we describe
additional features that we have explored to improve the solver, and in Section 4
we report on how different settings affect performance. We want to emphasize
right away that it is not possible to provide an exhaustive evaluation—if nothing
else because the parameter space is infinite—but we believe it is fair to argue
that we present a thorough investigation, and throughout Sections 3 and 4 we
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Algorithm 2: Simplified version of pseudo-Boolean optimization with
linear programming integration (LP-specific code highlighted in grey).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

P
Data: pseudo-Boolean formula ϕ; objective function f :
i ci `i
Result: solution ρbest to ϕ minimizing f or empty assignment ∅ if ϕ is
unsatisfiable
initialize ψ to ϕ
initialize ψb to ϕ
initialize the LP solver with ψb and f

call Algorithm 1 with ϕ, ψ, ψb and let ρ be the assignment returned
ρbest ← ρ
while ρ 6= ∅ do
ρbest ← ρ
P
add upper bound constraint i ci `i ≤ f (ρbest ) − 1 to ψ and ψb

call Algorithm 1 with ϕ, ψ, ψb and let ρ be the assignment returned
return ρbest

discuss additional ideas for further solver features and methods of analysis that
we were not able to pursue within the framework of this project.
3.1

Ensuring the Soundness of Farkas Constraints

Most LP solvers use fast but imprecise floating-point arithmetic and return
Farkas multipliers λk as floats. If we use floating-point multipliers to calculate
the Farkas constraint, then rounding errors can produce a constraint that is
not implied by the original formula ϕ and is hence not not sound to add to the
constraint database.
It is possible to use specialized floating-point arithmetic to compute numerically safe linear combinations of constraints [15], but the pseudo-Boolean setting
anyway requires constraints to have integral coefficients and degree. We therefore
scale up and round the multipliers λk to integers, and then use exact integer
arithmetic to calculate a constraint that is guaranteed to be implied by ϕ. If
the computed constraint CFarkas is falsified by the current assignment even after
rounding, then it will trigger pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis. Otherwise, PB
search resumes as if no rational infeasibility was detected, and we reset the basis
of the LP solver to avoid detecting rational infeasibility with the same Farkas
multipliers.
3.2

Limiting the Frequency and Duration of LP Calls

Calling an LP solver to check for rational infeasibility can be on the order of a
thousand times slower than performing a whole cycle of decisions and propagations up to conflict in a pseudo-Boolean solver. Moreover, during preliminary
experiments we observed that sometimes this problem is even worse—there were
PB formulas for which running a single LP call until completion took more than
5000 seconds, which was the overall time-out limit we had for our experiments.
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Therefore, in order to avoid starving the PB solver we limit both the total number
of LP calls and the time for each call, where as a rough proxy for time we measure
the number of simplex pivots performed by the LP solver (which also allows us
to obtain reproducible results).
To limit the number of LP calls, the pseudo-Boolean solver only invokes the
LP solver in the following situations during the search:
1. At the start of the search, to quickly spot a rationally infeasible input formula.
2. During restart before a constraint database cleanup, which allows to find a
solution to the linear relaxation unconstrained by solver decisions.
3. Right before the first decision after backtracking, where the intuition is that
since the solver recently reached an inconsistent search state, it might still
be close to rational infeasibility.
Clearly, the situation 1 applies only once, and situations of type 2 are infrequent,
arising roughly every ten thousand conflicts. Situations of type 3 occur quite
frequently, however.
As a further limitation, before an LP call as above is made we compare the
total number of pivots p performed by the LP solver in all calls so far to the
total number of conflicts c encountered by the pseudo-Boolean solver. We fix a
pivot ratio r, and the next LP call is only executed when p/c ≤ r. We keep track
of separate pivot counts pr for root LP calls of types 1 and 2 on the one hand
and pd for deep LP calls of type 3 on the other hand, to decouple their impact:
expensive root LP calls should not prevent deep LP calls from happening, and
vice versa.
To limit the time for individual LP calls—in order to avoid the case when a
single call causes a time-out—we also restrict the number of pivots made during
a call by imposing a pivot budget b. If the LP solver reaches the pivot budget,
it is terminated and the PB solver takes over again. This means that the effort
spent on LP solving was wasted, however, and we want to avoid squandering
time in this way in case our pivot budget was too stingy. When the LP solver is
terminated during a call, we therefore double the pivot budget, so that a future
LP call will run less risk of timing out without producing useful results.
Summarizing, LP calls are only made when p/c ≤ r in which case the pivot
budget is determined as b = binit · 2t , where binit is some initial pivot budget and
t is the number of forcibly terminated LP calls so far. Note that b never decreases,
so eventually all LP calls will terminate. However, as b gets larger the LP calls
will potentially become less frequent, as each single call can increase the pivot
count significantly. In this way, the total time spent on LP solving is still limited.
We believe that this careful balancing of resources allocated to pseudo-Boolean
search and LP solving is crucial to the success of our approach, and that it is a
key explanation to how we can afford to run an LP solver on the whole input
formula rather than only on specialized constraints.
3.3

Using LP solutions to Guide Variable Assignments

An important component in conflict-driven solvers is the heuristic for variable
decisions, i.e., which variable to assign next and what value (0 or 1) it should be
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assigned to. The dominant value heuristic in CDCL is phase saving [45], which
assigns a variable the value to which it was last propagated, and this heuristic
has also been inherited by PB solvers. In a hybrid PB-LP solver there is another
potential source of information, however. If the LP solver has found a rational
solution ρb to the linear relaxation of the pseudo-Boolean formula, it is natural to
ask whether it would be better to assign a variable x the value closest to ρb(x)
rather than its last propagated value.
When root LP calls made at the start of the search or before constraint
database cleaning (calls of types 1 and 2 in Section 3.2) run until completion
and produce a rational solution, we round the rational values and store these
values as the current phase instead of the last propagated values. Phase saving is
still applied as before, though, so later propagations will override these rounded
rational assignments. Our hope is that in this way the adjusted phase saving
heuristic will gently nudge the solver to search the neighbourhood of the optimal
rational solution ρb.7 Additionally, in case the rounded rational solution is an
actual 0-1 solution, the PB search routine will immediately find it. We remark
that similar solution-based phase-saving ideas have appeared in, e.g., [20].
3.4

Generating Gomory Mixed Integer Cuts

A crucial technique in mixed integer linear programming is branch-and-cut (see,
e.g., [43]), where one takes linear combinations of constraints and applies division
with rounding to derive a new constraint—a cut—that removes rational solutions
from the linear relaxation. Converted to our pseudo-Boolean setting, the mixed
integer rounding
(MIR) inequality [39] can be applied to a (normalized) PB
P
constraint i ci `i ≥ w with a divisor d ∈ N+ to yield
jc k

lwm
X
i
min(ci mod d, w mod d) +
(w mod d) `i ≥
(w mod d)
(2)
d
d
i
(where c mod d denotes the remainder after integer division of c by d, and da/be
and ba/bc denotes division rounded up and down, respectively). Just as a quick
example—since the expression in (2) can feel a bit intimidating—applying the
MIR inequality with divisor 3 to the PB constraint
x + 2y + 3z + 4w + 5u ≥ 5

(3)

x + 2y + 2z + 3w + 4u ≥ 4 .

(4)

yields
When the simplex algorithm finds a rational solution ρb, it is possible to
construct divisors
P d and sets of multipliers λk that define linear combinations
of constraints k λk Ck , such that applying (2) yields a constraint falsified by ρb.
7

We remark that a less gentle nudge would be to fix the phase to the rounded rational
values and switch off later updates of the phase during PB search, but we did not
investigate this option.
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This type of MIR cut is called a Gomory mixed integer cut [39], but for simplicity
we refer to such cuts simply as Gomory cuts in this paper. Given the important
role such cuts play in MIP solving, it seems promising to transfer cut generation
to conflict-driven PB solvers, especially in a hybrid solver that already makes
use of linear programming.
3.5

Using Learned Constraints as Cuts in the LP Relaxation

Although we have not gone into too much details regarding how new constraints
are derived during pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis, it can be shown that such
constraints are also cuts in that they eliminate rational points in the polytope
described by the linear relaxation of the input formula. (We hint at this in our
brief sketch of PB conflict analysis in Section 1.2.)
The way we have described the linear programming integration above, the
LP solver is only run on the original pseudo-Boolean formula. In a scenario when
the LP solver finds a solution to the linear relaxation that turns out to falsify
some constraint C learned by the PB solver, though, one could contemplate
adding C as a cut to the LP relaxation to potentially improve the quality of
future solutions produced by the LP solver.
3.6

Cut Selection and Management

In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we discussed different kinds of cuts and how they can
potentially be used in a hybrid PB-LP solver. We now describe how we select
which cuts to include and how we manage the already added cuts, drawing
inspiration from [15, 58].
At the start of the search or right before constraint database cleanups, we
initiate a cut generation phase by running the LP solver to completion on
the current set of constraints in the linear relaxation ψb (which might include
previously generated cuts) under a partial assignment consisting only of literals
propagated before any variable has been assigned. Once the LP solver has found
a rational solution ρb (note that if the linear relaxation is infeasible, then we are
done and the whole search is terminated), we collect learned constraints and
Gomory cuts into a list of candidate cuts as described next.
We first iterate over all constraints in the PB solver constraints database and
add to the candidate list those constraints that are violated by ρb. Second, we
use the LP solver to generate Gomory cuts as discussed in Section 3.4, where we
make sure to use exact integer arithmetic just as for the Farkas constraints in
Section 3.1. (If the rounding of the multipliers λk results in a Gomory cut that is
not violated by the LP solution ρb, then we discard the constraint.) For efficiency
reasons, we limit the number of candidate Gomory cuts to some Gomory cut
limit γ, using the criteria in [58] to select the most promising ones.
Once we have the list of candidate cuts, we filter the list to prioritize constraints that are clearly violated by ρb and that in addition are not too similar
to each other. We do so by normalizing all candidate cuts with respect to the
Euclidean norm of their vector of coefficients and sorting them in increasing
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order of rational slack under ρb. We then go over the cuts in this order and add
each candidate cut Ccut to the linear relaxation only if the pairwise cosines with
all previously added candidate cuts is sufficiently low (a cosine of 1 would mean
that Ccut is perfectly parallel to an already added cut).
Importantly, since Gomory cuts are obtained by applying linear combinations
and division to previously derived constraints, each such cut is globally valid.
When adding a Gomory cut to the linear relaxation, we also include it in the
PB solver constraint database ψ analogously to how constraints learned during
pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis are added.
Both for the pseudo-Boolean solver and the LP solver performance is negatively
affected if the set of constraints grows too large. To avoid this, we prune ψb at
the end of a cut generation phase by removing old cuts that no longer restrict
the rational solution.8 On the pseudo-Boolean solver side, Gomory cuts are dealt
with in a similar fashion as regular learned constraints, and are erased according
to the same heuristic.9 We note here that it might be interesting to consider
more refined strategies for erasures of cut constraints and study if they could
improve performance.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report on experimental results. As our conflict-driven PB
solver we use RoundingSat [27],10 which we integrate with the LP solver SoPlex
from the MIP solver SCIP [30]. In the tables and plots in this section we use the
abbreviation RS+SPX to refer to this hybrid PB-LP solver. We refer the reader
to the repository [21] for a Linux binary of the solver and full experimental data.
Our hybrid solver uses 128-bit precision to calculate Farkas constraints and Gomory cuts, but then scales down coefficients and degree to below the RoundingSat
limit of 109 . When scaling down we also adjust the constraints by eliminating
literals with coefficients a million times smaller than the average coefficient. Based
on preliminary experiments we set parameters as follows:
– To limit the resources used for LP solving as described in Section 3.2, the
initial pivot budget is set to 1000, and the pivot ratio limit is fixed to 1 to
ensure that the total number of LP pivots is roughly the same as the number
of conflicts encountered during pseudo-Boolean search.
8

9

10

Technically speaking, a constraint no longer restricts the solution if it has a zero dual
multiplier.
To be more precise, all constraints are sorted with respect to their so-called literal
block distance (LBD) score inherited from CDCL solvers [3], and the constraints with
the highest (worst) scores are removed. Since Gomory cuts are generated when the
solver trail is empty, however, they do not have any initial LBD score, and so for
such constraints we instead count the number of variables in the constraint (which is
always an upper bound on the LBD score).
We remark that an earlier version of RoundingSat participated in the Pseudo-Boolean
Competition 2016 [47] under the name cdcl-cuttingplanes.
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– When root LP calls performed in connection with restarts run to completion
and produce a rational solution, we always use the rational solution to modify
the phase saving heuristic as described in Section 3.3.
– When generating cuts as described in Section 3.6, the parallelism check allows
cosines between candidate cuts of up to 0.1, a value taken from [58]. The
Gomory cut limit γ was set to 100.
For pseudo-Boolean decision problems without an objective function, the LP
solver SoPlex is given the (somewhat arbitrary) objective to minimize the sum
of all variables—this was to avoid issues with cut generation for such problems.
Limited experiments indicate that maximizing the sum of all variables instead
does not significantly alter performance. A more refined approach might have
been to set the objective function to maximize agreement with the phases of
the variables (updating this information at suitably infrequent intervals), but we
did not explore this. For inputs that consist only of clausal constraints (or, in
other words, CNF formulas) without objective function, we disable all LP solving
features.
In order to increase the confidence in the correctness of our implementation,
we checked the output for 5536 decision instances and 2839 optimization instances
(a superset of the benchmarks used for our experimental evaluation) and verified
that the results produced were consistent with those from other solvers.
As hardware we used AMD Opteron 6238 nodes having 6 cores and 16 GiB
of memory each. Each run was executed as a single thread on a node (leaving
5 cores unused to avoid possible timing issues due to competition for memory
resources). All runs had a 5000-second time-out limit. We ran our experiments
with the following solvers:
1. SCIP [30]: Version 7.0.0 using SoPlex version 5.0.0 as LP solver, with presolving support of PaPILO 1.011 but without symmetry detection. As RoundingSat currently does not support multiple CPU threads, we ran SCIP in
single-thread mode.
2. RoundingSat [27, 49] (RS for short): Internal development version based on
commit 69846924.
3. RS+SPX : Baseline integration of RoundingSat with SoPlex version 5.0.0,
implementing the techniques from Section 3 up to and including Section 3.3.
4. RS+SPX+GC : Extension of RS+SPX with Gomory cut generation as described in Sections 3.4 and 3.6, but without adding learned constraints as
cuts to the linear relaxation.
5. RS+SPX+GC+LC : Extension of RS+SPX+GC using Gomory cuts and also
passing learned constraints from the PB solver to the LP solver as discussed
in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.
11

It is relevant to note here that the pseudo-Boolean solvers we use do not have any
preprocessing, and so in this regard SCIP and the other MIP solvers considered in
this section have a a clear advantage over our hybrid PB-LP solver.
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Fig. 3: Results for rationally infeasible dominating set formulas.
6. Sat4j [36]: The pseudo-Boolean solver Sat4j as per commit 94b8f653, using the
Both strategy that essentially runs a CDCL solver and a cutting-planes-based
PB solver in parallel.12
7. NaPS [51]: The pseudo-Boolean solver NaPS as per commit 7aaa54f4, using
the bignum version as suggested to us by the authors. Note that in constrast
to RoundingSat and Sat4j , NaPS does not use cutting-planes-based reasoning
but instead re-encodes the input to CNF and runs a CDCL solver.
4.1

Efficient Detection of Rational Infeasibility

As a first sanity check, we investigate whether our hybrid solver can solve
rationally infeasible dominating set formulas from [26], which are hard for the
conflict-driven PB solvers RoundingSat and Sat4j . In Figure 3 we plot the running
time as a function of the size of the instance, so that a lower curve indicates
better performance.
Just as in [26], we see that Sat4j and RoundingSat perform badly while NaPS
does better (which is likely due to that the re-encoding to CNF introduces extra
variables that happen to be helpful for the CDCL solver). For both SCIP and
our hybrid solver all instances are shown to be infeasible during the initial LP
call (we only plot results for the RS+SPX hybrid solver configuration and not
for RS+SPX+GC and RS+SPX+GC+LC , since the latter look very similar).
12

This is a dual-threaded approach, and so the execution time for each instance is that
of the best of the two subsolvers used. We let both subsolvers run until the time-out
limit, and so Sat4j was in effect given twice the time of the other solvers in our
experiments. We chose this setting because we wanted our different hybrid versions
of RoundingSat to compete against the best version of Sat4j for each instance.
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Fig. 4: Cumulative plot for knapsack problems solved to optimality.
4.2

Knapsack Problems and Cut Generation

We next consider a class of problems for which cut generation turns out to be
useful: the knapsack optimization problems taken from [46],13 which we refer to
as KNAP below. In Figure 4 we plot the number of solved instances as a function
of the time limit (so that a higher curve is better). The MIP solver SCIP solves
almost all of the 783 instances, significantly outperforming the pseudo-Boolean
solvers we evaluated. Among the PB solvers, RoundingSat leads the pack with
almost two thirds of the instances solved.
Combining RoundingSat with LP solving yields a clear improvement, as shown
in the curve for RS+SPX , and adding Gomory cut generation (as in the hybrid
solver configuration RS+SPX+GC ) yields another 70 solved instances. Passing
learned constraints from the PB solver to the LP solver (RS+SPX+GC+LC )
provides a further modest boost of 10 additional solved instances, but even
this solver configuration gets nowhere close to the performance of SCIP . It
is relevant to note in this context, however, that SCIP , as many other MIP
solvers, identifies pure knapsack problems and tries to solve them directly by
dynamic programming [29]. Whenever this is feasible with regard to the memory
requirements of the dynamic program, this results in very low solving time
measurements compared to other techniques based on tree search.
13

Versions of these benchmarks in the OPB format [50] used by pseudo-Boolean solvers
can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3939055.
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4.3

Evaluation on PB and MIP Benchmark Suites

To make a broader comparison to the state of the art in PB and MIP solving, we
performed extensive experiments on problems obtained from two large public
benchmark sets that each contain both optimization and decision problems.
Our first set consists of the linear, small-coefficient decision problems (DECSMALLINT-LIN) and optimization problems (OPT-SMALLINT-LIN) from the
most recent pseudo-Boolean competition [47]. For brevity, we will refer to these
benchmarks below as PB16dec and PB16opt, respectively.
Our second benchmark set collects 0-1 ILP instances from the mixed integer
programming library MIPLIB 2017 [42]. Since this set contains fairly few decision
instances, we also created decision versions of the 0-1 ILP optimization problems
in the library. From each optimization problem we constructed one decision
problem where the objective function f was replaced with a constraint stating
that f should be at least the best known value, and a second problem where f was
required to be strictly better than this value. This means that the first problem
will most often be satisfiable and the second one unsatisfiable, but sometimes
rounding makes the first type of problems unsatisfiable, and the second type of
problems could also be satisfiable because the best value known is not optimal or
because rounding changes the problem. Another issue that we had to deal with
is that since RoundingSat can currently only deal with integers of magnitude at
most 109 , some of the instances had to be rescaled. We refer to these decision
and optimization problems below as MIPLIBdec and MIPLIBopt, respectively.14
Recall that for inputs that consist only of clausal constraints without objective
function, all LP solving features are disabled in the hybrid configurations. This is
the case for 298 (out of 1783) PB16dec instances and 35 (out of 556) MIPLIBdec
instances.
We expect SCIP to do very well on MIPLIBopt and MIPLIBdec, since MIP
solvers are benchmarked against such instances, and we know from the PseudoBoolean Competition 2016 that NaPS should be best among the PB solvers
on PB16opt whereas RoundingSat is expected to be best on PB16dec. In Table 5
we present the number of instances solved within the time-out limit for all solver
configurations we evaluated. An optimization instance is considered solved if an
optimal solution is found and optimality is proven. We remark that these results
seem fairly robust in the sense that the relative ranking of solver configurations
would look very similar if we replaced the number of instances solved by the
so-called PAR-2 scores used in the SAT competitions [53], which take the sum of
the running times for all benchmarks except that time-outs are punished by a
factor of 2.
For the decision problems, we provide more detailed results in Figures 6–9 by
separating the benchmark sets into satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances and
providing cumulative plots of the number of benchmarks solved as a function of
the running time.
14

Versions of these modified MIPLIB 2017 benchmarks in OPB format can be found at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3870965.
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PB16dec (1783)
PB16opt (1600)
MIPLIBdec (556)
MIPLIBopt (291)

SCIP

RS

RS+SPX

1123
1057
264
125

1472
862
203
78

1453
988
263
101

RS+SPX

RS+SPX

+GC

+GC+LC

1452
986
261
102

1451
993
259
102
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Sat4j

NaPS

1432
776
169
62

1400
896
170
65

Table 5: Number of solved PB and 0-1 MIP instances (to optimality for optimization problems).
A first observation is that SCIP is a powerful system, outperforming the PB
solvers on MIPLIBopt and even PB16opt, as well as delivering top performance on
MIPLIBdec. RoundingSat is the best solver overall for PB16dec, beating also the
hybrid PB-LP solver configurations on these benchmarks, but is clearly behind
SCIP for the other benchmark sets.
Turning to the hybrid PB-LP solvers, interleaving LP calls with the conflictdriven pseudo-Boolean search as in the baseline integration RS+SPX closes a
significant part of the gap between RoundingSat and SCIP , up to the point
where there is a difference of only 1 instance on MIPLIBdec. We see in Figures 8
and 9 that SCIP is slightly better for the satisfiable instances here whereas the
RoundingSat-based solvers are slightly better for unsatisfiable instances. Notably,
compared to RoundingSat, RS+SPX has to pay a small price on PB16dec for this
performance improvement, and as shown in Figures 6 and 7 this loss comes from
the satisfiable instances. If instead of running time we study the total number of
conflicts until the formulas are solved, and use this measure as a proxy for search
quality, then it seems that the search in the RS+SPX configuration is better that
RoundingSat for the PB16dec benchmarks, since the conflict counts are lower,
but it is not worth the extra time required to perform this more sophisticated
search.
Another observation is that while NaPS is better than RoundingSat on the
PB16opt benchmarks, all hybrid versions combining RoundingSat with SoPlex
decisively beat NaPS on this benchmark set (where, as we recall, NaPS was best
in the Pseudo-Boolean Competition 2016).
When it comes to cut generation, we see only marginal differences between the
hybrid solver configurations RS+SPX+GC (with Gomory cut generation) and
RS+SPX+GC+LC (where in addition learned constraints are added to the linear
relaxation during cut generation). Hence, at least on the PB16 Competition and
MIPLIB benchmarks it seems that having the PB solver pass learned constraints
to the LP solver does not pay off. It would be interesting to investigate more
in-depth why this is so. On the one hand, our results are in line with [1, 52],
where it was found that adding clauses arising from conflict analysis as cuts to the
LP relaxation was not worthwhile. On the other hand, these papers considered
only clausal constraints, whereas our experiment indicates that even non-clausal
learned constraints may not form useful cuts.
The differences between the baseline hybrid solver RS+SPX and the version
RS+SPX+GC with Gomory cuts are similarly small—the number of solved
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Fig. 6: Cumulative plot for satisfiable PB16 decision problems.
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Fig. 7: Cumulative plot for unsatisfiable PB16 decision problems.
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Fig. 8: Cumulative plot for satisfiable MIPLIB decision problems.
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Fig. 9: Cumulative plot for unsatisfiable MIPLIB decision problems.
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instances are within an additive constant 2 for all categories of benchmarks. We
do not know whether this is because cut generation is not a beneficial approach
for these problems, or whether it just indicates that our cut generation routine
can be improved further. As a general comment, our policies for erasing cuts as
described in Section 3.6 are fairly aggressive, and it is a natural question whether
it would be possible to develop more effective policies.
4.4

Measuring the Usefulness of Constraints in the Hybrid Solver

To gain more insights into how the integration of LP solving affects the pseudoBoolean solver, we have collected data on how the different constraints generated
by the LP solver contribute compared to the regular learned constraints derived
during pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis. We have measured the usage of constraints C, which we define as the number of times C appears as a conflict or
reason constraint during PB conflict analysis, and thus contributes to the process
of learning new constraints.15
Below, we analyse our results for three different constraint types:
Learned constraints Constraints learned from regular pseudo-Boolean conflict
analysis.
Farkas constraints Constraints constructed when the LP solver derives rational
infeasibility, i.e., the constraints CFarkas from Section 3.1.
Learned Farkas constraints Constraints produced from PB conflict analysis
triggered by rational infeasibility, starting from CFarkas as the conflict.
Although we do not discuss it here, we also collected data for other types of
constraints, such as the original constraints in the PB formula and generated
Gomory cuts. We again refer the reader to the online repository [21] for full data
from our experiments and plots visualizing the results.
For a given type of constraints and a PB instance, we define the average
usage of that constraint type for a PB solver running on the instance as the
sum of the usage counts for all constraints of that type divided by the total
number of constraints of that type generated during the solver run. This allows
us to compare the average usage of, say, Farkas constraints and regular learned
constraints. Our underlying assumption here—and it should be pointed out that
this is an assumption, and not an iron-clad fact—is that the higher the usage of
a constraint, the bigger its contribution to solving the problem, and similarly, the
higher the average usage of a constraint type, the bigger the relative usefulness
of the technique generating the constraint.
We compare the average usages of the three constraint types listed when
running the hybrid solver configuration RS+SPX+GC+LC (i.e., with all cut
15

We note, though, that this notion of usefulness is a fairly strict measure—a constraint C could also be useful by, e.g., propagating some literal that plays an important
role in reaching a conflict without C appearing in the conflict analysis. It might
therefore be interesting to follow up on the analysis presented here with a study also
of other notions of usefulness.
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Fig. 10: Scatter plot of average constraint usage for Farkas and learned constraints.
features enabled) on all benchmarks in the KNAP, PB16dec, PB16opt, MIPLIBdec,
and MIPLIBopt sets. The scatter plots in Figures 10 and 11 show the average
usages of Farkas constraints compared to regular learned constraints, and of
learned Farkas constraints versus regular learned constraints, respectively. There
is one data point in the scatter plot per benchmark formula, but we only consider
formulas that do not cause a time-out and for which the solver generates at least
one constraint each of the types we are interested in comparing.
Figure 10 indicates that although there exist many instances where the Farkas
constraints are virtually never used during conflict analysis, most of the time
these constraints seem to be clearly more useful then regular learned constraints.
Going by the median usage, the difference appears to be more than an order of
magnitude. However, there are significant variations between benchmark sets. For
KNAP, PB16opt, and MIPLIBopt, the data indicate that Farkas constraints are
much more useful than regular learned constraints, whereas the opposite holds for
most PB16dec problems. This agrees with our observations in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
that performance improved significantly on KNAP, PB16opt, and MIPLIBopt
benchmarks when integrating LP solving, but deteriorated slightly on PB16dec
benchmarks.
In contrast, for the learned Farkas constraints, i.e., the constraints resulting
from PB conflict analysis triggered by a Farkas constraint provided by the LP
solver, Figure 11 paints a less favourable picture. Based on the median values,
such learned Farkas constraints appear to be less useful than constraints learned
from conflict analysis triggered during the regular PB search. However, there is a
big spread in the usefulness measurements. On the one hand, there is a cluster
of data points at the bottom of the plot resulting from formulas where learned
Farkas constraints are essentially never used, but on the other hand there are
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Fig. 11: Scatter plot of average constraint usage for learned Farkas and learned
constraints.
other data points at the top of the plot corresponding to formulas where learned
Farkas constraints are used heavily, up to a thousand times per constraint on
average. We find these results intriguing, and believe that they merit further
study. The reason to perform pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis in general is to
learn new constraints that can restrict the search space, but for conflicts resulting
from infeasibility of the linear relaxation it seems that the Farkas constraint
provided by the LP solver tends to be more useful than anything the PB solver
can derive by carrying out conflict analysis starting from this constraint.
4.5

A Limited Comparison with Commercial MIP Solvers

As outlined in the introduction, the grand goal that we set ourselves for this work
was to integrate pseudo-Boolean solving and mixed integer programming in order
to achieve “the best of both worlds.” However, the results discussed in Section 4.3
show that the MIP solver SCIP outperforms our hybrid PB-LP solver even on its
home turf of the PB competition. If this is already true for open-source solvers
such as SCIP , what should be expected from commercial MIP solvers such as
Gurobi [32] and CPLEX [16], which are generally acknowledged to be even faster?
Is there any room for contributions from pseudo-Boolean solving techniques here?
We believe that the answer is “yes.” What conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean
solvers have to offer is sophisticated conflict analysis and learning. In contrast
to the CDCL-style conflict analysis that has been ported to MIP previously,
cutting-planes-based PB solvers operate directly on the linear constraints, rather
than on disjunctive clauses extracted from these constraints, and this makes the
reasoning exponentially more powerful.
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Admittedly, we do not see much indication of such a benefit from pseudoBoolean conflict analysis in our experiments—except perhaps for PB16dec, though
this benchmark set contains a large number of crafted instances—but it is
important to point out that this could well be a problem of selection bias. When
choosing formulas for competitions or standardized benchmark sets, there is a
natural tendency to pick problems that are interesting challenges, but that are
still fundamentally within reach. If some formulas are completely impossible to
solve without using some radically new and different approach—such as cuttingplanes-based conflict analysis—then chances are that such instances will not
make it into the competitions or benchmark sets.
One possible approach to address this issue is to construct crafted formulas,
for which our theoretical understanding tells us that the conflict analysis used in
pseudo-Boolean solvers should be essential, and then run experiments on such
instances. For this purpose, we have designed what we refer to as composed
pebbling-PHP formulas, which combine the pigeonhole principle (PHP) formulas
studied in [33] with the pebbling formulas from [7].
Before presenting our experimental results, we try to outline how these
benchmarks are constructed. The pebbling formulas that serve as the starting
point of our construction are defined in terms of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
and express the simultaneous constraints that:
– all source vertices s in the DAG, i.e., vertices without incoming edges, are
“true”;
– if all immediate predecessors of a vertex v in the DAG are “true”, then this
vertex v itself must also be “true”;
– however, the unique sink vertex z in the DAG, without any outgoing edges,
must be “false”.
It is a straightforward inductive argument over the vertices of the DAG in
topological order that this collection of constraints is contradictory. By associating
with every vertex v two Boolean variables v1 and v2 and defining “true” to
mean that the disjunction v1 ∨ v2 must hold, and by choosing the right kind of
DAGs, we obtain families of formulas that are exponentially hard for DPLL-style
solvers [19, 18] performing tree-like search without learning, but that are very
easy for CDCL solvers [6, 35].
In a second step, we want to make these formulas exponentially hard for
the resolution method employed in CDCL—the kind of reasoning that has been
used before in MIP solvers—while maintaining the property that they are easy
for pseudo-Boolean reasoning. We do so by composing the pebbling constraints
above for every vertex v with a pigeonhole principle formula PHPv encoding the
(false) claim that n + 1 pigeons can be mapped to n holes in a one-to-one fashion.
Informally speaking, we let the composed pebbling-PHP formulas consist of PB
constraints encoding the following conditions:
– For every source s it holds that either s is “true” or PHPs is satisfiable;
– if all immediate predecessors u of a vertex v are “true”, then either v is also
true or some formula PHPu or PHPv is satisfiable;
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Fig. 12: Solve time on composed pebbling-PHP formulas.
– Either the sink z is “false” or PHPz is satisfiable.
Clearly, these PB formulas are unsatisfiable, but the point is that simple tree-like
reasoning, corresponding to backtracking algorithms without re-use of derived
constraints, is not sufficient to prove this (because of the pebbling constraints),
and neither is resolution-based reasoning (because of the PHP formulas). However,
conflict-driven PB solvers using the cutting planes method should in principle
be able to prove unsatisfiability efficiently. As described above, these formulas
encode decision problems, but they can be turned into optimization problems
in a natural way by removing the constraint for the sink and instead setting
the objective of minimizing the number of true variables (where the optimal
value will be equal to the number of vertices in the DAG). This concludes the
description of our crafted benchmark formulas.
We have run experiments on the decision versions of composed pebbling-PHP
formulas16 for all the solvers evaluated in this section, but in addition we have
also included the commercial MIP solvers Gurobi 9.0.2 and CPLEX 12.10.0. Due
to academic license restrictions we could not use Gurobi on the supercomputing
cluster where the rest of our experiments were run. Therefore, for this experiment
we instead used an Intel Core i7-5600U machine with 16 GiB RAM. We have
collected all time measurements in Figure 12, where again running time is plotted
as a function of the instance size, so that a lower curve is better.
All solvers based on RoundingSat perform well on these formulas, with a
low variation in running times between different solver configurations. It is not
immediately clear why Sat4j is so much worse, but this is consistent with results
16

These instances of composed pebbling-PHP formulas in OPB format can be found at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3945406.
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from [26] indicating that RoundingSat is better at cutting-planes-based reasoning
(at least for the selection of PB benchmarks investigated in the literature so far).
Intriguingly, Gurobi and SCIP perform very poorly, and even though CPLEX is
better it is nowhere close to the RoundingSat-based solver configurations.
We cannot know for sure why the commercial solvers Gurobi and CPLEX
exhibit such bad performance—not least because they are closed-source solvers—
but, intuitively, the formulas have been constructed in such a way that cuttingplanes-based reasoning with re-use of previously derived constraints should be
essential to solve them efficiently. Conflict-driven PB solvers can achieve this
thanks to the fact that they are operating directly on the linear constraints, but
to the best of our knowledge no MIP solvers currently have this kind of conflict
analysis implemented. And solvers using conflict analysis based on disjunctive
clauses extracted from the constraints will need exponential time in view of the
hardness results for the resolution method in [33].
As a final note, we find it surprising that adding LP solving, as in the hybrid
configuration RS+SPX , does not improve performance. Since the pseudo-Boolean
encoding of the PHPv formulas yield rationally infeasible LPs, this should be an
excellent opportunity for the LP solver to shine. But perhaps the explanation
is that already the base PB solver RoundingSat easily eliminates the PHPv
formulas.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this work, we propose a novel method to tightly integrate linear programming (LP) inside conflict-driven pseudo-Boolean (PB) solving. Our hybrid solver
interleaves the conflict-driven PB search with calls to an LP solver. When the
LP solver detects infeasibility, the Farkas certificate of unsatisfiability that it
returns can be used as a starting point for pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis.
If instead the LP solver finds a rational solution, then such solutions can be
used to infer Gomory cuts that are passed to the PB solver, and in the other
direction constraints learned during PB conflict analysis can be added to the
LP relaxation. In contrast to previous LP integrations, our hybrid solver can
exploit these derived constraints to the full extent, since our PB conflict analysis
operates natively with linear inequalities as opposed to disjunctive clauses derived
from these inequalities. To the best of our knowledge this is the first solver to
combine MIP techniques such as solving LP relaxations and generating cuts with
pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis over linear inequalities using the cutting planes
method.
We identify several crucial aspects that require careful attention in order to
achieve a successful integration of linear programming in the pseudo-Boolean
solver. First, we carefully manage the time spent on LP solving (measured as the
number of simplex pivots performed) in order to avoid starving the PB solver, and
we adaptively adjust the time limits to maximize the utility of the LP solver and
avoid LP calls that have to be terminated before completion. Second, when the
LP solver finds rational solutions to the linear relaxation of the pseudo-Boolean
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problem, we use such solutions to reinitialize the phase saving heuristic in the
PB solver. Finally, when using information from the LP solver to compute Farkas
witnesses of infeasibility or Gomory cuts eliminating rational solutions, we make
sure to perform all calculations in exact integer arithmetic, meaning that even
though the LP solver uses floating-point arithmetic the pseudo-Boolean solver
will not be affected by any rounding errors in such calculations.
Although our proof-of-concept PB-LP hybrid solver was mainly built for
evaluation purposes, our experiments show that we are already approaching
a “best-of-both-worlds” scenario, where for the pseudo-Boolean benchmarks
from the latest PB competition [47] we retain excellent performance on decision
problems and improve significantly on optimization problems, and for the 0-1
integer linear programming (ILP) benchmarks obtained from MIPLIB 2017 [42] we
close a significant part of the gap between PB and MIP solvers. In a similar way,
our hybrid solver gets much closer to MIP solver performance on the knapsack
problems in [46].
As to future research directions, there are many questions raised by our work
that we believe merit further study, concerning both design choices in the hybrid
PB-LP solver and methods to analyse the impact of such choices. Several of these
questions are discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 4, but we take the opportunity
to highlight here some problems that we consider to be particularly interesting.
For MIP solvers, the generation of Gomory cuts is a crucial component in the
solving process. When we tried to adapt this technique to the pseudo-Boolean
setting we found it to be effective on some benchmarks, but we were not able
to achieve any improvements in performance overall. In view of this, it seems
important to investigate further how LP-based cut generation could be used
in pseudo-Boolean solvers to yield the same kind of speed-ups as those seen in
modern MIP solvers.
We find it similarly disappointing that sharing constraints learned during
pseudo-Boolean conflict analysis with the LP solver does not lead to any significant
gains in performance. It has been shown before that adding disjunctive clauses
to an LP relaxation is not helpful, but we would like to understand if this is also
true for stronger, general pseudo-Boolean constraints, and if so why. In order
to gain more insights into how to share cut constraints between the PB solver
and LP solver, it would be valuable to collect more statistics on how different
types of constraints affect pseudo-Boolean solving, and whether different types
of constraints could be managed in more refined ways to maximize their impact.
One quite unexpected, but positive, finding, is that the Farkas constraints
generated from LP calls showing infeasibility turn out to be so useful for the
pseudo-Boolean solver. We have no rigorous explanation why this is so. If we
allow ourselves to speculate, perhaps one reason can be that Farkas constraints
are derived in situations where the PB solvers believes that the current partial
assignment might be extended to satisfy the formula, since no further propagations
can be deduced from the individual constraints, whereas the LP solver can use
more powerful propagation to see that the search has in fact reached a dead end.
It could be that the linear combination of constraints applied to generate the
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Farkas witness is a type of derivation that the PB solver is less likely to perform
during conflict analysis, since it only considers the constraints one by one during
the search and never reasons on sets of constraints collectively.
But if Farkas constraints are so useful, how is it that the pseudo-Boolean
conflict analysis triggered by such constraints seem to produce much less useful
results than regular conflict analysis? Could it perhaps be that the Farkas constraints already have quite large coefficients, and that further steps in the conflict
analysis quickly make the coefficients grow too large, so that the constraints
have to be rounded down and lose in strengh? Could it even be the case that
the PB solver would be better off by not performing conflict analysis on Farkas
constraints and instead just backtrack immediately? These questions warrant
further investigation.
A key concern if we wish to improve the hybrid PB-LP solver further is how
to balance the time spent on PB solving and LP solving. Our current heuristic is
static in the sense that it limits the total number of pivots performed by the LP
solver by the PB solver conflict count. We have seen, however, that some families
of problems benefit much more from the LP integration that others. If one could
somehow measure at runtime how beneficial LP solving seems to be, then this
could be used to adapt the time resources allocated to the LP solver dynamically
to improve performance.
Another question is whether we can make more use of information provided by
the LP solver to guide the pseudo-Boolean search. We have already experimented
with rounding rational solutions to update the phase, i.e., to decide how variables
are assigned to values in the PB solver, but it could be interesting to investigate
whether later propagations should be allowed to overwrite the phase or whether
the phase values provided by the LP should be kept until the next time a rational
solution is found. Also, perhaps the values in the rational solution, and how close
to or far away from 0 or 1 they are, could be used to influence not only the values
of variable assignments but also the choices of which variables to assign next.
In general, we believe that there should be ample room for technology transfer
from MIP solving to pseudo-Boolean solving. As a concrete examples, current
state-of-the-art PB solvers have very limited preprocessing capabilities, which
stands in striking contrast to both SAT solvers and MIP solvers. A very natural,
and very attractive, idea would be to apply MIP presolving techniques for 0-1
ILPs to pseudo-Boolean formulas before starting the conflict-driven PB solver.
Finally, we want to mention that a potential extension of our work would be
to leverage the LP solver to allow PB solvers to support continuous variables. In
this setting, the PB solver would construct partial assignments to the Boolean
variables that do not violate the formula, and the LP solver would then try to find
extensions to total assignments that also include continuous variables. If no such
satsfying assignment exists, exact integer arithmetic could be used to construct
a Farkas constraint that would trigger a conflict in the PB solver, and this would
guide the pseudo-Boolean search to find some other Boolean assignment that
could serve as a candidate to be extended to solution encompassing also the
continuous variables.
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